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tommy hulette never asked to be born everyone wants to make him regret it even so tommy hulette hates his
ghetto brooklyn neighborhood he s content living with his beautiful mother his loyal caring father his little
sister greta he enjoys playing stickball with neighborhood friends then really perks up when he meets
beautiful and interesting stephanie from starrett city but tommy s world is shattered forever his mother
becomes terribly unhappy and commits suicide things go downhill completely when his father decides he
needs time to cope with the tragedy sending tommy and his sister to live with a brother tommy never heard
about he promises that it will be for a short spell until he can come back for them he doesn t and it doesn t
take long for tommy to discover how this brother hates him and has since birth he wants to punish tommy for
events occurred long before tommy s birth then it gets worse as he wants tommy to end his life just like his
mother and to this tommy is pushed and pushed and pushed pushed to the limit and with no one to turn to
tommy takes solace in his sister s company and letters he receives from stephanie will he be able to cling to
life and not succumb like his mother a reconciliation between a mother and the daughter she gave away at
birth anna is a successful film editor in her 40s who has defined herself through her political conscience living
alone in a cold stylish apartment she believes she has come to terms with her history until a young woman
called billie arrives at her door billie acts in soap operas doesn t believe in political action and wants a mother
together these two fractured women confront the implications of distance between then and now between
generations and between the one who gave away and the one who was let go brilliantly evoking the changing
attitudes of the time the love child is a novel about love family separation despair and hope full of tenderness
and deep feeling a young mother s sacrifice a child s desperate search for the truth london 1917 when
nineteen year old alice copeman becomes pregnant she is forced by her father and stepmother to give up the
baby she simply cannot be allowed to bring shame upon her family but all alice can think about is the small
kitten like child she gave away and she mourns the father a young soldier so beloved who will never have the
chance to know his daughter edith and philip burns a childless couple yearn for a child of their own when they
secretly adopt a baby girl irene their life together must surely be complete irene grows up knowing that she is
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different from other children but no one will tell her the full truth putting hopes of marriage and children
behind her alice embarks upon a pioneering medical career striving to make her way in a male dominated
world meanwhile irene struggles to define her own life eventually leaving her suffolk home to find work in
london as two extraordinary stories intertwine across two decades will secrets long buried at last come to light
an enthralling new novel from the highly acclaimed author of becoming jane eyre sheila kohler s memoir once
we were sisters is now available the compelling story of a forbidden marriage a baby lost and a love triangle
gone horribly wrong love child centers on bill a south african woman whose life has been defined by the
apartheid era class riven society in which she lives under pressure to make her will bill is forced to think about
the momentous events and decisions that have made her an extremely wealthy if somewhat disillusioned
woman to whom should she leave her fortune as bill relives her past we learn that this is a simple question
with a complicated answer in elegant sensual and nuanced prose kohler skillfully explores the space between
our dreams and our reality between our hopes and our disappointments nanny wanted prominent author
pearce tyrone seeks nanny to care for adorable baby girl must be experienced and discreet must also be
utterly trustworthy and have no connections with the press unfortunately cathy fielding didn t comply with any
of the required criteria but she wasn t going to let a little thing like that stop her an enthusiastic reporter
cathy was determined to uncover once and for all whether baby poppy was really pearce tyrone s love child
but what cathy didn t reckon on was her growing and unprofessional interest in the man himself danette
michaels knew that when she became principe marcello scorsolini s secret mistress there would be no
marriage no future and no public acknowledgment at the time it was enough but danette can t be marcello s
secret any longer she wants him all or nothing even if it means their affair is over until a pregnancy test
changes the rules forever this is an inspirational book for all ages its purpose is to remind us all why we are
here on this earth and how if we remember that we were created by love then nothing can hold us back and
we can accomplish a host of things we can inspire just as this book inspires the book is a simple read so that
any age of any literacy level can read understand and be motivated for change it is recommended for youth but
can certainly be used for rehabilitative purposes after charlie was seduced by gorgeous riccardo di napoli she
was shocked to find he was from an elite italian family and was one of the country s wealthiest businessmen
knowing the powerful tycoon could never love an ordinary english girl charlie fled taking her precious secret
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with her now riccardo wanted charlie in his bed once more but charlie was wary she knew that once riccardo
discovered the truth he would claim her child as his own and charlie as his convenient wife love child by janice
kaiser released on nov 24 1986 is available now for purchase follows three marriages and how the couples
deal with the hardships of life the theme of this novel is adoption which affects an amazing number of people
today many families have a secret adoption tucked away in the minds and memories of the older generation
unacknowledged unspoken often unknown each experience is individual however the birth mothers of adopted
babies have similarities of guilt and heartache which cut across age class and place and in this sense the story
is universal the main character is carol whose dearest wish comes true with the reunion with her child and
traces the events surrounding her adoption thirty years before when a few short weeks and months affected
the rest of her life the reunion is not the beginning of a new life however but rather the trigger for the
disintegration of the old the story is at times moving and poignant at others funny and sometimes shocking it
is the story of a journey to achieve peace of mind and it is unashamedly one which will appeal to women it is
about the unbreakable bond between a woman and her child but it also appeals to men it touches on issues
which were important in the 60s 70s 80s and 90s and anyway who said men weren t interested in adoption
boys were adopted too the story is told with compassion and with an understanding of the feelings and
motivations of a woman who lives with the guilt of having given away her baby it is written for all birth
mothers everywhere a powerful titillating romance that will captivate your senses as anna martell grows into
womanhood in the nineteenth century english countryside she is determined to overcome the legacy of her
birth as one of six illegitimate children a goal aided by the love of wealthy timothy barrington to claim his heir
an arabian king must seduce the beautiful waitress he never forgot in this sexy international romance playboy
sheikh malak assumed he d never inherit the throne of his home country but when his brother unexpectedly
abdicates he finds himself king of khalia now past indiscretions must be put aside until he uncovers the hidden
consequence of one delicious passion with an innocent waitress malak will claim his heir but fiercely
protective shona won t let him just take their son malak s only choice is to bind shona to him as his queen
when janine and dougie fell in love they thought it would be for ever fifteen years later their daughter stevie is
their one remaining connection at sixteen stevie s not quite a child not quite grown up a dangerous age but it s
only during a birthday celebration in spain when she gets too close to one of dougie s best friends that her
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parents realise just how dangerous melinda works as a vet in a peaceful village in cornwall her relationship
with dragan a doctor is a well known fact among the villagers she becomes elated after dragan proposes to her
but there s a big secret that she has to share with him now that they are engaged she s the princess of a small
mediterranean island contarini but while waiting for the right time to tell dragan the truth she receives tragic
news about her brother s sudden death she s then forced to fly back home what will happen to the throne and
her love for dragan it was one night as hot and passionate as only young love can be but they left it at that
flynn had the world to conquer alone only three months later sara s life changed she discovered she was
expecting flynn s baby now flynn has taken his rightful place as the irish earl of dunmorey anne is the result of
a passionate affair a love child but as her parents gradually become estranged anne moves from happy
childhood to disturbed womanhood unable to love her own husband and child an unfinished love affair roman
om kvinderne i shelleys liv life as a single mother was never easy for vanessa childs but she did what she had
to do in order to provide a good life for her and her baby falling pregnant after a drunken one night stand at
college graduation vanessa had no real idea of who the father of her baby was that was until several years
later she saw a familiar face on her tv the man s smile was the same one that charmed her that night and his
cheeky voice made all the memories come flooding back it was then that vanessa came to realize who her child
s father really was and from that point on life would never be the same again is there life with children is there
life without them serena gave up a career she loved for her two small children and now she s going stir crazy
with a workaholic husband a motley crew of mothers group for companions and the awful possibility that she s
pregnant again she s fighting the temptation to run ana child free is aiming to be senior columnist at the
morning star searching for mr right and dealing with a mother who s rewriting her past does she really need
to learn to wiggledance as well both women believe they re free to shape their own destinies that s until the
mysterious tides of life and death come flooding in changing everything a funny touching bittersweet story
about two friends struggling to reconcile their once lofty expectations with the messy reality of their adult
lives jacque and liza were once deeply in love they shared many happy moments until she discovered she was
pregnant jacque had never wanted to have a child and always told her what i can give you is passion and
friendship no more than that therefore she decided to raise the child alone and left jacque without telling him
anything three years have passed since then when liza unexpectedly meets him again knowing nothing about
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what happened to her 3 years ago jacque tries to seduce her full of passion and irresistible charm how can liza
keep hiding their child from him how can i tell him this child is his annie talbot can t believe what her former
boss brant is telling her after reuniting for the first time in years he reveals that the son she s been raising
alone is actually his son the babies had been switched at birth she still vividly remembers how brant supported
her in the past but she s lived her life hiding a grave secret from him and now brant s asked her to live in his
house to raise the children together love had no intentions of falling head over heels for william his
persistence made it difficult not to her rejections only intensified his pursuit of her the first day william saw
love he knew that he would make her his very own for life his only obstacle was her older brother liam to liam
no man was fit to court date or marry love especially one of liam s own friends william had committed the
ultimate betrayal becoming involved with liam s sister william being a successful sports agent since law school
still did not appease liam as much as love wanted to give william her heart it belonged to her father he was her
world even if her presence was a taunting memory of his indiscretion it did not stop his unconditional love for
her mother s love was an obligation and liam s changed like a pre menopausal woman liam could not explain
the intense connection he and love had at times he despised her others he wanted to keep her all to himself
their father s death opened a web of deceit that would unravel a multitude of deception that sends liam
looking for answers and loves mental stability to dissipate right before his eyes the secrets liam learned made
him question who they really were and why his father excluded this information from him father spent many
hours teaching him how to be a man he left out calculating and deception liam was on a mission to open every
closet dismantle every skeleton and break every window with the stones his father left behind in his quest for
truth liam uncovered a horrific memory trapped deep inside love s psyche causing her mental state to unravel
at the seams love dug herself into a dark place shutting out the world and any form of reality liam could not
reach her william was the only person who could reach love as much as liam hated to concede to the man who
had betrayed him william s love was the only thing that could save his sister liam was appreciative and jealous
at the same time he blamed himself for her pain he had caused and could not release her from it william would
do anything for love he would literally hurt anyone who tried to destroy her even kill but does love feel the
same way will liam and love mend their relationship and overcome the devastation their father left behind with
butterflies fluttering in her stomach lucy banks has arrived in the desert kingdom of biryal with a secret seeing
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sheikh khaled the man who once loved and left her in his sumptuous royal palace lucy is blown away by his
barbaric magnificence he s king of the desert and his eyes are blacker and harder than before he s not the
man she once knew she wants to run away from his overwhelming masculinity but they re inextricably bound
forever for he is the father of her son



Love Child 1971 tommy hulette never asked to be born everyone wants to make him regret it even so tommy
hulette hates his ghetto brooklyn neighborhood he s content living with his beautiful mother his loyal caring
father his little sister greta he enjoys playing stickball with neighborhood friends then really perks up when he
meets beautiful and interesting stephanie from starrett city but tommy s world is shattered forever his mother
becomes terribly unhappy and commits suicide things go downhill completely when his father decides he
needs time to cope with the tragedy sending tommy and his sister to live with a brother tommy never heard
about he promises that it will be for a short spell until he can come back for them he doesn t and it doesn t
take long for tommy to discover how this brother hates him and has since birth he wants to punish tommy for
events occurred long before tommy s birth then it gets worse as he wants tommy to end his life just like his
mother and to this tommy is pushed and pushed and pushed pushed to the limit and with no one to turn to
tommy takes solace in his sister s company and letters he receives from stephanie will he be able to cling to
life and not succumb like his mother
Love Child 1993-06 a reconciliation between a mother and the daughter she gave away at birth anna is a
successful film editor in her 40s who has defined herself through her political conscience living alone in a cold
stylish apartment she believes she has come to terms with her history until a young woman called billie arrives
at her door billie acts in soap operas doesn t believe in political action and wants a mother together these two
fractured women confront the implications of distance between then and now between generations and
between the one who gave away and the one who was let go
Love Child 2021-06-08 brilliantly evoking the changing attitudes of the time the love child is a novel about love
family separation despair and hope full of tenderness and deep feeling a young mother s sacrifice a child s
desperate search for the truth london 1917 when nineteen year old alice copeman becomes pregnant she is
forced by her father and stepmother to give up the baby she simply cannot be allowed to bring shame upon
her family but all alice can think about is the small kitten like child she gave away and she mourns the father a
young soldier so beloved who will never have the chance to know his daughter edith and philip burns a
childless couple yearn for a child of their own when they secretly adopt a baby girl irene their life together
must surely be complete irene grows up knowing that she is different from other children but no one will tell
her the full truth putting hopes of marriage and children behind her alice embarks upon a pioneering medical



career striving to make her way in a male dominated world meanwhile irene struggles to define her own life
eventually leaving her suffolk home to find work in london as two extraordinary stories intertwine across two
decades will secrets long buried at last come to light
The Love Child 1995-06-16 an enthralling new novel from the highly acclaimed author of becoming jane eyre
sheila kohler s memoir once we were sisters is now available the compelling story of a forbidden marriage a
baby lost and a love triangle gone horribly wrong love child centers on bill a south african woman whose life
has been defined by the apartheid era class riven society in which she lives under pressure to make her will
bill is forced to think about the momentous events and decisions that have made her an extremely wealthy if
somewhat disillusioned woman to whom should she leave her fortune as bill relives her past we learn that this
is a simple question with a complicated answer in elegant sensual and nuanced prose kohler skillfully explores
the space between our dreams and our reality between our hopes and our disappointments
Love Child 2011-06-28 nanny wanted prominent author pearce tyrone seeks nanny to care for adorable baby
girl must be experienced and discreet must also be utterly trustworthy and have no connections with the press
unfortunately cathy fielding didn t comply with any of the required criteria but she wasn t going to let a little
thing like that stop her an enthusiastic reporter cathy was determined to uncover once and for all whether
baby poppy was really pearce tyrone s love child but what cathy didn t reckon on was her growing and
unprofessional interest in the man himself
Love Child 1847 danette michaels knew that when she became principe marcello scorsolini s secret mistress
there would be no marriage no future and no public acknowledgment at the time it was enough but danette
can t be marcello s secret any longer she wants him all or nothing even if it means their affair is over until a
pregnancy test changes the rules forever
Love child 2011-07-15 this is an inspirational book for all ages its purpose is to remind us all why we are here
on this earth and how if we remember that we were created by love then nothing can hold us back and we can
accomplish a host of things we can inspire just as this book inspires the book is a simple read so that any age
of any literacy level can read understand and be motivated for change it is recommended for youth but can
certainly be used for rehabilitative purposes
The Love-Child 1979 after charlie was seduced by gorgeous riccardo di napoli she was shocked to find he was



from an elite italian family and was one of the country s wealthiest businessmen knowing the powerful tycoon
could never love an ordinary english girl charlie fled taking her precious secret with her now riccardo wanted
charlie in his bed once more but charlie was wary she knew that once riccardo discovered the truth he would
claim her child as his own and charlie as his convenient wife
The Love Child 2006-05-01 love child by janice kaiser released on nov 24 1986 is available now for purchase
His Royal Love-Child 1997 follows three marriages and how the couples deal with the hardships of life
The Love Child 2015-02-17 the theme of this novel is adoption which affects an amazing number of people
today many families have a secret adoption tucked away in the minds and memories of the older generation
unacknowledged unspoken often unknown each experience is individual however the birth mothers of adopted
babies have similarities of guilt and heartache which cut across age class and place and in this sense the story
is universal the main character is carol whose dearest wish comes true with the reunion with her child and
traces the events surrounding her adoption thirty years before when a few short weeks and months affected
the rest of her life the reunion is not the beginning of a new life however but rather the trigger for the
disintegration of the old the story is at times moving and poignant at others funny and sometimes shocking it
is the story of a journey to achieve peace of mind and it is unashamedly one which will appeal to women it is
about the unbreakable bond between a woman and her child but it also appeals to men it touches on issues
which were important in the 60s 70s 80s and 90s and anyway who said men weren t interested in adoption
boys were adopted too the story is told with compassion and with an understanding of the feelings and
motivations of a woman who lives with the guilt of having given away her baby it is written for all birth
mothers everywhere
You Are Love's Child 2008-12-01 a powerful titillating romance that will captivate your senses
The Italian Billionaire's Secret Love-Child 1987 as anna martell grows into womanhood in the nineteenth
century english countryside she is determined to overcome the legacy of her birth as one of six illegitimate
children a goal aided by the love of wealthy timothy barrington
Love Child 1997 to claim his heir an arabian king must seduce the beautiful waitress he never forgot in this
sexy international romance playboy sheikh malak assumed he d never inherit the throne of his home country
but when his brother unexpectedly abdicates he finds himself king of khalia now past indiscretions must be put



aside until he uncovers the hidden consequence of one delicious passion with an innocent waitress malak will
claim his heir but fiercely protective shona won t let him just take their son malak s only choice is to bind
shona to him as his queen
The Love Child 1971 when janine and dougie fell in love they thought it would be for ever fifteen years later
their daughter stevie is their one remaining connection at sixteen stevie s not quite a child not quite grown up
a dangerous age but it s only during a birthday celebration in spain when she gets too close to one of dougie s
best friends that her parents realise just how dangerous
Love Child 2009-06 melinda works as a vet in a peaceful village in cornwall her relationship with dragan a
doctor is a well known fact among the villagers she becomes elated after dragan proposes to her but there s a
big secret that she has to share with him now that they are engaged she s the princess of a small
mediterranean island contarini but while waiting for the right time to tell dragan the truth she receives tragic
news about her brother s sudden death she s then forced to fly back home what will happen to the throne and
her love for dragan
The Love Child's Mother 1990 it was one night as hot and passionate as only young love can be but they left it
at that flynn had the world to conquer alone only three months later sara s life changed she discovered she
was expecting flynn s baby now flynn has taken his rightful place as the irish earl of dunmorey
The Love Child 1977 anne is the result of a passionate affair a love child but as her parents gradually become
estranged anne moves from happy childhood to disturbed womanhood unable to love her own husband and
child
The Love Child 2002-07-01 an unfinished love affair
Love Child 1951 roman om kvinderne i shelleys liv
The Love-child 1997-10-01 life as a single mother was never easy for vanessa childs but she did what she had
to do in order to provide a good life for her and her baby falling pregnant after a drunken one night stand at
college graduation vanessa had no real idea of who the father of her baby was that was until several years
later she saw a familiar face on her tv the man s smile was the same one that charmed her that night and his
cheeky voice made all the memories come flooding back it was then that vanessa came to realize who her child
s father really was and from that point on life would never be the same again



Love Child 1990 is there life with children is there life without them serena gave up a career she loved for her
two small children and now she s going stir crazy with a workaholic husband a motley crew of mothers group
for companions and the awful possibility that she s pregnant again she s fighting the temptation to run ana
child free is aiming to be senior columnist at the morning star searching for mr right and dealing with a
mother who s rewriting her past does she really need to learn to wiggledance as well both women believe they
re free to shape their own destinies that s until the mysterious tides of life and death come flooding in
changing everything a funny touching bittersweet story about two friends struggling to reconcile their once
lofty expectations with the messy reality of their adult lives
The Love Child 2018-11-01 jacque and liza were once deeply in love they shared many happy moments until
she discovered she was pregnant jacque had never wanted to have a child and always told her what i can give
you is passion and friendship no more than that therefore she decided to raise the child alone and left jacque
without telling him anything three years have passed since then when liza unexpectedly meets him again
knowing nothing about what happened to her 3 years ago jacque tries to seduce her full of passion and
irresistible charm how can liza keep hiding their child from him
Sheikh's Secret Love-Child 2013 how can i tell him this child is his annie talbot can t believe what her former
boss brant is telling her after reuniting for the first time in years he reveals that the son she s been raising
alone is actually his son the babies had been switched at birth she still vividly remembers how brant supported
her in the past but she s lived her life hiding a grave secret from him and now brant s asked her to live in his
house to raise the children together
Love Child 2013-01-04 love had no intentions of falling head over heels for william his persistence made it
difficult not to her rejections only intensified his pursuit of her the first day william saw love he knew that he
would make her his very own for life his only obstacle was her older brother liam to liam no man was fit to
court date or marry love especially one of liam s own friends william had committed the ultimate betrayal
becoming involved with liam s sister william being a successful sports agent since law school still did not
appease liam as much as love wanted to give william her heart it belonged to her father he was her world even
if her presence was a taunting memory of his indiscretion it did not stop his unconditional love for her mother
s love was an obligation and liam s changed like a pre menopausal woman liam could not explain the intense



connection he and love had at times he despised her others he wanted to keep her all to himself their father s
death opened a web of deceit that would unravel a multitude of deception that sends liam looking for answers
and loves mental stability to dissipate right before his eyes the secrets liam learned made him question who
they really were and why his father excluded this information from him father spent many hours teaching him
how to be a man he left out calculating and deception liam was on a mission to open every closet dismantle
every skeleton and break every window with the stones his father left behind in his quest for truth liam
uncovered a horrific memory trapped deep inside love s psyche causing her mental state to unravel at the
seams love dug herself into a dark place shutting out the world and any form of reality liam could not reach
her william was the only person who could reach love as much as liam hated to concede to the man who had
betrayed him william s love was the only thing that could save his sister liam was appreciative and jealous at
the same time he blamed himself for her pain he had caused and could not release her from it william would
do anything for love he would literally hurt anyone who tried to destroy her even kill but does love feel the
same way will liam and love mend their relationship and overcome the devastation their father left behind
The Love Child 2016-12-14 with butterflies fluttering in her stomach lucy banks has arrived in the desert
kingdom of biryal with a secret seeing sheikh khaled the man who once loved and left her in his sumptuous
royal palace lucy is blown away by his barbaric magnificence he s king of the desert and his eyes are blacker
and harder than before he s not the man she once knew she wants to run away from his overwhelming
masculinity but they re inextricably bound forever for he is the father of her son
THE DOCTOR'S ROYAL LOVE-CHILD 2010-12-01
One-Night Love-Child (Mills & Boon Modern) 1989
Love Child 2012-09-27
Lovechild (Mills & Boon Vintage Desire) 1924
The Love Child 1992
Love's Children 2016-11-08
The Movie Star's Love Child 2014
Love Child 2006-06-05
The Love Child 1991-09-26



The Love Child 2013-06-17
Lovechild 2020-09-18
THE MILLIONAIRE'S LOVE-CHILD 2017-11-25
Love Child 2009
The Sheikh's Love-Child
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